Annual Mason Pride Game/Event

The George Mason University athletic department and the Mason LGBTQ+ Resources Office joined forces to host the first annual George Mason University Pride Game in 2019. That women's lacrosse event laid the foundation for a strong partnership in which the two departments meet regularly throughout the year to craft policy and plan the annual Pride Game.

The 2020 Pride Match was held in conjunction with the men's volleyball team's Feb. 14 match vs. Harvard.

2020 Pride Game activities included:

* T-shirt giveaway featuring the George Mason Athletics "Philly Flag" pride logo
* Information tables on the concourse for the George Mason LGBTQ+ Resources Office and the Mason LGBTQ+ Student-Athlete Group
* The National Anthem performed by a member of the Gay Men's Chorus of Washington D.C.
* A ceremonial first serve, featuring a Molten rainbow game ball, presented by men's volleyball players to a member of the LGBTQ+ Student-Athlete Group
* Rainbow whistle lanyards worn match referees
* In-game Pride playlist featuring songs with inclusive messages